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Common Issues and Solutions/Troubleshooting Steps for Faculty 
 

Issue Solution/Troubleshooting Steps 

Exam password is out of sync Password out of sync error can occur when an instructor accesses a 
test that is set-up with Proctorio in a browser other than Chrome.  

This can be fixed with resaving the exam within the Chrome 
browser. Instructors do not need to make any adjustments; they 
can go into Edit the Test Options and click Submit again and the 
test will function properly. 

Use Google Chrome that has Proctorio Chrome extension. Once 
you do this, the password should be synced automatically. 

Deploying questions Deploy only one question at a time (not all at once). 

Waiting for Blackboard If users see “Waiting for Blackboard”, they should get out of the 
exam as nothing will be saved and it should be reported ASAP. 

Forced completion Do not deploy forced completion and randomize questions in the 
same exam 
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Multiple features Don’t use all features in one exam (forced, timed, auto submit, no 
backtracking, randomize, etc.) 

Moving a test from one course to another Export the original test first from the selected course rather than 
Course Copy. If you Course Copy make sure you are copying from a 
Chrome Browser that has the Proctorio Extension enabled.  
 
How to Export an Exam  
If done correctly, you will see this message:  

 
 

Check Password Field before Enabling 
Proctorio 

While setting up the Test Options, when you get to the Password 
verify the your Bluenet Username is not in the password field. If it 
is, please delete it. If you do not, this will create a password error 
when you enable Proctorio.  
 
 
 

 

A student doesn’t have access to a 
webcam, and they cannot take the 
exam using Proctorio. 

Set up a Proctorio Availability Exception for this student. They will 
take the exam without using Proctorio. Please follow the Proctorio 
Availability Exceptions directions.  

 

 

Proctorio Chat Support 

Chat support is available on Proctorio’ s Support Page. 

 

 

Elihu Burritt Library, 3rd Floor  

860.832.2180 

IDTRCStaff@ccsu.edu 
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https://webcapp.ccsu.edu/appFiles/serviceCatalog/180/Expor_Import%20Tests_Final.pdf
file:///S:/IDTRC/Documentation%20Updated/Proctorio/Proctorio_Availability%20Exceptions.pdf
file:///S:/IDTRC/Documentation%20Updated/Proctorio/Proctorio_Availability%20Exceptions.pdf
https://proctorio.com/support
mailto:IDTRCStaff@ccsu.edu
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